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MAINE AVENUE, INC. 

PRESENTS 

THE NATION’S LOVE, RACE AND GRACE EDUCATION PROGRAM 

LOVE:  LET’S OVERCOME VIOLENCE EVERYWHERE 

RACE:  REACHING ACROSS COLORLINES EVERYWHERE 

GRACE:  GREAT RELATIONSHIPS AND CULTURAL EDUCATION 

This is an Education and Motivation program focused on eliminating Bullying, 

Domestic, Community and World Violence.  It is based in Washington, District of 

Columbia (DC), the Nation’s Capital.  LEADERSHIP begins here where there is a 

tremendous pressure to eliminate Racism.   

There is something very special in each of us.  We all have the collective ability to 

make a difference.  Dedicated and meaningful Leadership with Diverse 

Partnership Linkages will strengthen our vision and give us the power to reshape 

the future now and for generations to come.  For this, the entire world will be 

more peaceful and many, many lives will be saved.   

Curriculums will be developed with educators, multigenerational students and 

families dialoguing with each other to change attitudes about RACE.  This cannot 

be done without transparency and deep historical conversations.  Attitudinal 

Adjustments will be a significant part of unlocking the Keys to assist in bringing 

information, some of which is both mystical and factual, botched together in a 

bundle of ignorance, which breeds both danger and fear.  This will help us to 

become healthier as individuals, families and communities across the nation. 

Racism is a growing beast which too often takes the serious symptoms of being an 

incurable disease; therefore, to a great degree, it must be viewed as a true daily 

24/7 THREAT.  The hate that surrounds our lives and neighborhoods delivers a 

message that it is likened to a Tiger running rampant in the jungle, seeking to 

devour anything in its path.  Diversity with the right ingredients will help deliver 

the nation from too much negative adversity. The forward focus reality will 
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become “The Trending Reality.” We must start a partnership process to rid the 

nation of this pain and violence.  It is both mental and physical in scope.  

Appropriate and Conscious, Committed Leadership and Partnerships will benefit 

the world, regardless of race, class and gender.  WE must become “LOVE and 

RACE” Engineers to arrive at the mission goal of GRACE.   The Nation’s Capital will 

lead the charge in helping partnerships, sponsors, supporters and benefactors 

everywhere understand that this is an “Educational Revolution” that cannot be 

misunderstood.  There are too many lives at stake.   

We begin by putting in place the Ambassadorial Leadership that will come from 

Corporate America, Social and Spiritual Organizations, Colleges, Universities, 

Public and Private Schools and all other consciously committed groups.  We will 

begin by inviting appropriate individuals and organizational to participate, as well 

as financial sponsors. Dialogues with different cultures will be initiated.  Our 

Police Departments, Responsible Law Makers, including City and County Councils, 

the United States Congress and related groups will play significant roles as we 

collectively learn the true meaning and relationship between love, race, hate, 

bullying and violence of all types.  The benefits will be both beautiful and 

redeeming as we experience a greater sense of peace, justice and equality.   

There are some good practices already in place.  This program is trending on the 

reality that we must gather strength through modern education, communication 

and relationships, embraced by technology.  Much post traumatic distress will be 

eliminated.   Mental health is as serious as physical health.  Both cause death.  

“SELF APRECIATION and CARE” works wonders.  The teach and search approach 

will be a conciliator forever.   

The Nation’s Capital and America-at-Large will become “Love and Race” educators 

because the “Nation’s Capital Ambassadorial Team” will encourage others by 

seizing “Opportunities of Hope” that conceptualize peace and contentment.  

Good, positive relationships of all ages and nationalities will rise to levels never 

witnessed in our communities.  This is due very much in part because we will 

ensure that people will gather a comprehensive, collective understanding of value 

and purpose in life through greater degrees of personal education and exposure.       
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Cultural concepts will connect to enact the meaning of biological science through 

various lens of contact in America’s Open Classroom of LOVE, RACE and GRACE.  

This is somewhat like Agriculture and the Farm.  The value of love, caring and 

virtue come together as active ingredients in part of the procedure to eliminate 

HATE and DIVISIVENESS.  Love Ambassadors will reflect on: Ambition, Character, 

Ethics, Equality, Encouragement, Legacy, Respect, Integrity, Tenacity, Listening, 

Learning, Success, Peace and Justice.  Much of this will occur through engagement 

sessions by way of technological broadcasting, dialogue meetings, institutes, 

workshops, classroom discussions, video conferencing and other branches of 

learning.   

We will invite all states to join us as Love and Race Partners.  According to 

research, there is a SEA of DESPAIR across America.  The Washington Post, March 

21, 2017, newspaper reported that the Centers of Disease Control and Prevention  

announced that US suicides by level of urbanization between 1999 and 2015, 

600,000 Americans took their lives. The information showed rising rates in each of 

six urbanization classifications, but also found “a geographic disparity” in which 

rates increased as urbanization decreased.  The urban rural divide appears to 

have widened, particularly in recent years.     

This is a great opportunity for the nation’s best Leadership and Partnership to 

assist in upgrading the future outlook for education, which promotes citizenship 

values, both physical and mental health and nutrition, erase cultural fears, expand 

family involvement and so much more. This will help us stay ahead of much of the 

negative turmoil blowing in the wind.  This is a broader focus on learning and 

lifestyle priorities than we have previously embraced through the engulfing 

spectrum of Love and Race, as we meet Grace.  It also requires different modes of 

investment and financial support.  

A NEED exists for Leadership to determine what we want our future to look like 

for ALL PEOPLE!  This requires enormous sincerity, resilience, team work and 

support in all facets.  Transparency is one of the true keys to this cycle of Love and 

Race.  And, YES, FINANCE MATTERS!  Nevertheless, this can and must be done.  

We cannot live in the past.  We must set our best practices of flexibility in motion.  
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“LOVE FLOWS WHERE EVERYONE GOES.”  LOVE IS THE NUMBER ONE INGREDIENT 

IN A HEALTHY MIND. 

 LOVE IS THE LONGEVITY OF LIFE WITHOUT STRIFE.  The spotlight has 

overwhelmingly shown us that we must begin the ACTION in a non-violent 

educational movement involving the best LEADERSHIP MINDS.  This Education for 

the Nation is not a play station.  We must instill in all people that their place of 

livelihood should be both a safe home and community.  Creating and building a 

LOVE care system that abandons HATE is both “beautiful and challenging.” 

Education equals environment.  It encompasses data, history and visionary 

transparency into futuristic insights.  It is without a doubt the bridge over too 

many troubled waters; therefore, we build a Universal LOVE-HATE System that 

brings local, national and international groups together.  It is affordable and 

strengthening as a foundation of and for nations; however, there can never be a 

True Exhibit of LOVE without exploration of our LEADERSHIP HEARTS AND MINDS.  

Since exploration involves curiosity and team work, we must begin!   We need our 

BEST COLLECTIVE LEADERSHIP, AMBASSADORIAL MINDS. 

ALL LEADERS have a forthright responsibility for accountability highways and 

byways of life systems.  In order for Love to continue to rise over racism which 

creates hate, we must do our work by establishing relationships with all cultures 

so that we can educate each other.  We must all set ourselves to the mantra of 

acting with both courage and honor. We need to understand that neither Racism 

nor Violence resolve concerns, disagreements, issues and policies.  They only add 

to the negativity OF THE SITUATION.   Threats often intimidate others, as 

intended; but, they do not render either educational or culturally favorable 

outcomes.   These are rather difficult times; therefore, we must use this program 

as our vehicle of Leadership and Education to cross the divide.  We must educate 

in a manner that shares both our appreciation and Love to the World!  We must 

meet on Common Ground. 


